How to become a volunteer?

The project has been co-funded by
theYouth in Action Programme
of the European Commission.

The project has been funded
with support from the Council
of Europe, European Youth
Foundation.

This campaign is developed by YEE (Czech
Republic), AYA (Russia), Look East Wild
Earth (UK), OA PTTK (Poland), EDEN Center (Albania), Oficina de Acción Solidaria y Cooperación-UAM (Spain).

Volunteering is a fun and exciting
way to connect with nature, meet
other people and discover the world
around you. You can gain a lot of
experience and knowledge and later
share it with your community.
There are a lot of ways to
volunteer for environment and
our campaign will help you with
this! Check our blog to find tips and
suggestions for volunteering.
Join us in this campaign and find
your own special way to become a
volunteer for environment.

30yearsofvolunteering.wordpress.com
Since 1983 YEE has developed
hundreds of projects, courses, meetings
and campaigns to raise
environmental awareness and
connect our member organisations
who all work for the better
environment.
With the campaign “30 years of
volunteering for environment” we
want to celebrate YEE’s anniversary
in the best possible way – by promoting
volunteering, active lifestyle and
environmental awareness.

30 years of volunteering for
environment
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30 years · 45 Member organisation · 26 Countries · 23 EVS
volunteers hosted · 6 international Board members
· 13 booklets
Tips

if you use plastic or metal
containers

6h of sun per day
Good soil, compost is the best
Keep soil humid but not wet
3X per 20L of soil

Cardboard and wood have
pores
Upcycle old containers, buckets,
etc

Let the insects pollinate your
lettuce
Make holes to drain the soil

Spread the seeds
- April-May outdoors
- indoors (with enough sun)

This is not a common leaflet!
You can upcyclie it to a seedbed, where you can sow
thE lettuce seeds and start your home garden.

1.Cut following the double
line.
2.Fold central
tabs. Use dot
line as
refErence.
this face goes
inside!

4.Fold corners
and glue on
dotted tab
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5.ADD soil
6.Sow seeds
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3.Fold side tabs.

7.water soil
8.Move to a
bigger pot
after 1-2
months
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